
Play 3v3 in any zone. Coach is responsible for constantly changing the
rules of the game. Types of rules are; two passes before shot, backhand
passes only, play puck in skates (receiving pass or putting it in skates
when under control), goalie must play puck before shot, etc.. Be
creative with the different rules and change to keep kids thinkings.

Key Points

Reading and reacting to any given situation. 

See website for multiple puck control drills to conduct: Such as- inside
edges, outside edges, tight turns, mohawks, pivots facing 1 direction,
inside out pivots.
Include puck once skills are done and add: fakes and pull (left and
right), forehand only (skating forwards/backwards), expansion (long
reach), between legs, scooting 360
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/coaching-tips/36-unique-
hockey-skills-can-be-practiced-simple-setup
 

The goal of the game is for the offense to connect on 4 consecutive passes in a
row. If they do, they win and attack for a shot on goal. 2 versions are shown,
Corner to Half Wall (left) and Point to Half Wall (right).
Progressions:

If offensive is struggling have defensive player play with stick upside

down

Require more/less passes depending on skill

Make playing area smaller

Variation is create a triangle high in the zone (example on right)

Corner to Half Wall 2 vs 1 | Ice Hockey Systems Inc.
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-half-wall-2-vs-
1?
position=0&list=nsn_XyXtA7Oz6HbOpZJqZ9JTUp6mJYwsYccsZDbRLX4>

Key Points

Head up, moving to open spaces, communication

Use the boards to make bank passes

HCF 12U Week 4
Date: Oct 24 2022 Time: 5:30 pm

Offensive Habits Week 2- triangulation, indirect passes

Decision Maker 8 mins

Finnish Skill Series 7 mins

Half Wall 2v1 7 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-half-wall-2-vs-1?position=0&list=nsn_XyXtA7Oz6HbOpZJqZ9JTUp6mJYwsYccsZDbRLX4


For this drill there will be two players on opposite hashmarks on the
circle. The puck will be set slightly off to one side to make it more
advantageous for that player. On the coaches go the players will race
for the puck. The player who is closest to the puck MUST establish
body positioning prior to touching the puck. This is done by the athlete
racing to the far side of the puck and showing their back/surrounding
the puck to get in a puck protection position. By doing so the player has
prioritized their body positioning allowing them the best opportunity
to control the situation.
Once the player has surrounded the puck they may now go anywhere
in the circle while protecting the puck as their opponent attempts to
separate them from the puck or knock it out of the circle.

Key Points

This drill teaches the concept of ‘position over possession' -

looking to establish strong body positioning before obtaining

puck protection to maximize your opportunity for success.
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Offense starts with the puck and are spread out as shown, defense start
in the circle. Every player much touch the puck on the cycle, D activate
and play 3v2 to the net.
Progressions:

Players cycle the puck as many times as possible, attack net on

whistle from coach

Offense can attack the net at any point so D must always be

ready.

For beginning groups, can leave D out of the drill (or just start

with 1, sticks upside down, etc.) as players learn proper cycling

technique

Key Points

Puck placement on cycle (make the puck easy for teammates to

pick up)

Proper separation between players (not too close or too far)

Bull Ride 7 mins

Bull Ride 7 mins

Cycle 3 touch 7 mins



Drill focuses on attacking the net through defenders, instead of around
them.

1 starts by passing to either   player in the circle then

skates behind the play they passed to.

 softly spots the puck along the boards for  1 to retreive.

1 recovers puck and passes to the other  , then skates

behind that player as well.  also spots the puck towards the

boards.

Upon retrieving the second puck,  1 attacks the net between

token defenders  , using their body and stick to shield the

puck.

Progressions:
Passers one-touch the puck back to the boards

Passers provide token pressure after 2nd puck forcing attacking

to make moves

Retrievers must pick up puck then cut back before next

pass/attacking the net

Key Points

Proper retrieval habits- shoulder checks, approach at angle,

skate at �rst touch

Maintain speed and attack the net fast

Play 3v3 or 2v2. In order to go on offense you must pass to a teammate
on the side. Players on side must make pass within 2 seconds (coach
counts) or else there is a turnover and other team gets possession of
the puck.
Progressions:

Cut time down to 1 second to make a pass

Mix up players so both teams on spread out on the lines to make

players look to make sure they are passing to the proper team

for regroup.

Key Points

Communication

Keeps all players active for passes. If players miss a pass the

other team gets possession.

Deceptive Retrieval and Net Drive 7 mins
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2 Second Game 8 mins


